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Artificial Intelligence (AI) has emerged as a new method for efficiently and cost-effectively assisting human activities as science and technology have progressed in the fourth industrial revolution. It has been argued that Artificial Intelligence works in two ways. It can both create and eliminate jobs. Based on present technological capabilities, AI has sparked speculative discussions concerning its implications for morality and law. This article argues that AI is a technological advancement that will help businesses grow in the fourth industrial revolution. The controller determines its effects hence it can be put to either good or bad use. As a result, for AI to benefit the prosperity and well-being of humanity to the greatest degree, morals must be embedded in its use, and the law must be enacted to ensure that human commitment to using AI wisely in business processes is consistent.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence describes a type of machine that was created as a result of recent technological advancements. Humans’ desire to make work easier when there is a complex and complicated flow of information necessitates the creation of an instrument to simplify it, thereby simplifying the work of humans in corporations, governments and the military. In today’s social life, accuracy and speed in making decisions are important. However, the presence of AI frequently sparks debate in society, focusing on moral and legal issues such as what AI is and how it operates, and the moral and legal boundaries that must be applied in its use. These emerging technologies have a significant impact on the workforce, as evidenced by their rapid growth. Without a large number of employees, many large tech companies have still managed to achieve broad economies of scale.

The ability of electronic computers to store large amounts of data and process it at high speeds posed a challenge to scientists who wanted to create systems that could mimic human abilities. Human skills and capabilities have been increasingly mastered and carried out by electronic machines since the 1950s. These capabilities have become more affordable for many people because of the development and popularisation of the personal computer. Computers with ever-increasing memory capacities, speed, reliability and robustness are now bringing artificially intelligent tools to desktops all over the world.

Artificial Intelligence already allows machines to perform a variety of human tasks, such as driving cars and reacting to their environment, as well as providing virtual assistance and playing video games. Robots are already widely used in a variety of industries, and they are expected to spread to the consumer market in the coming years. According to some experts, the benefits of AI can also be employed in legal work. Even in the realm of justice, Crootofo suggested that judges consider adopting AI in judicial work to benefit from technological advancements. Similarly, lawyers can use AI in their work.

2 Liis Vihul, 'International Legal Regulation of Autonomous Technologies', in Modern Conflict and Artificial Intelligence, ed. by Allison Leonard (Waterloo, ON Canada: Centre for International Governance Innovation, 2020).
making it easier for the current judge to find bases for their argumentation from the past. Accordingly, William Henderson, a law Professor at Indiana University’s Maurer School of Law, has argued that legal processing engineering has changed and will continue to change legal practice, necessitating the teaching of process engineering skills in law schools.

Additionally, AI is increasingly being employed to aid government and private sector employees. In fact, many decisions that were previously made by humans are increasingly being delegated to automated AI systems. In Europe, the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies by doctors was still uncommon in 2020. According to Statista, only 5% of European clinicians who responded used AI. However, the use of AI appeared to be slightly higher in Germany and Denmark, where 7% of clinicians stated that they use the technology. On the other hand, only 2% of doctors surveyed said they use AI. In terms of AI implementation, Portugal lags behind the European average.

Despite its benefits to economic development, the arrival of AI has not only sparked debate in the workplace, but also in the legal field, where debates have erupted over whether AI can be classified as a legal subject, allowing it to be held accountable for crimes, for example. The following is a critical question posed by the European Parliament:

Finally, robot autonomy raises the question of their nature in light of existing legal categories – whether they should be considered natural persons, animals, or objects – or whether a new category should be created, with its own unique features and implications for the attribution of rights and duties, including liability for damage.

When a self-contained system is given legal personhood, it creates a situation which can help answer questions about meaningful control. However, dealing with legal personhood in the context of autonomous systems is difficult and presents new challenges. Who determines which systems are capable of being treated as legal entities? How should this be done, and under what circumstances? What happens if the system is turned off and no longer functions? As a result, legal experts continue to track the progress of Artificial Intelligence, which is still being developed by experts in its related fields. Meanwhile, legal academics see the AI issue as requiring a code of ethics that should serve as a guide for
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AI users.\textsuperscript{15} The various parties’ ideas about an AI code of ethics are embodied in various models of a code of conduct, including those developed by the OECD, Canada, China and the United Nations for military AI.\textsuperscript{16}

This article will discuss the use of artificial intelligence in the workplace from a moral and legal perspective. The structure of this article is as follows: the first section discusses the context for this article. The next section will address AI and its applications, and outline the essential principles of AI from experts in respective disciplines. Following that, there will be a discussion regarding the economic benefits of artificial intelligence. The next section will discuss the moral dilemma that occurs when AI is used, as well as how the law may help regulate AI use and keep it on track with the concept and context of AI development. The article concludes with a discussion on how to balance moral and legal concerns around the use of AI in corporate activity.

2. A BRIEF UNDERSTANDING OF AI

Understanding the definition of AI correctly will help in understanding AI in its context and avoid making erroneous conclusions about AI and its implications. There is a plethora of definitions and typologies of what constitutes Artificial Intelligence. In most applications, however, AI is defined as non-human intelligence that can replicate human mental skills such as pattern recognition, understanding natural language, adaptive learning from experience, strategising or reasoning about others.\textsuperscript{17} From this definition of intelligence, which involves internal (computation) processes, which serve external results (the ability to achieve goals) in a complex, dynamic environment (in the world), we can proceed to Artificial Intelligence definition.\textsuperscript{18}

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science that has captivated people’s imaginations and has been the subject of science fiction films for decades. AI refers to the development of intelligent hardware or software that can mimic human behaviours such as learning and problem solving.\textsuperscript{19} Although it was coined as a technical term by a Stanford Professor, John McCarthy, in 1956,\textsuperscript{20} it has since become a commonplace expression, frequently depicted in films by robots who act like humans in a variety of situations and stories – from robots overthrowing their human masters to societies where robots and
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humans coexist. Artificial Intelligence is no longer a science fiction concept, it has become a part of people’s daily lives.

Machine learning is a subset of Artificial Intelligence which is widely used in computer science. However, the concept of learning in this context is not the same as high-order thinking in humans, because AI regularly relies on human teaching for specific thinking.\(^{21}\) In other words, AI is more knowledgeable in the areas of thought that it receives from humans on a regular basis.\(^{22}\) To summarise, Agrawal\(^{23}\) claims that machine learning does not imply an increase in artificial general intelligence capable of replacing humans in all aspects of cognition, but rather the development of one specific aspect of intelligence: prediction. In this scenario, AI is unable to accomplish anything other than what its controller desires. As a result, the AI’s effort is constrained to a single objective that the controller has determined.

3. AI IMPACT ON FUTURE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND JOBS

Artificial Intelligence is a burgeoning field of computer science with practically limitless applications. By 2023, the global AI market is expected to be worth 97.9 billion dollars. Artificial Intelligence is attracting interest from businesses, particularly those in the software and IT services industries. Simultaneously, AI-focused startups have grown in popularity and seen great investor interest, nearly tripling in funding between 2015 and 2018. Machine learning is a type of Artificial Intelligence that allows computers to learn without the need for human intervention, and this is the focus of the majority of AI startup companies. At least $31.7 billion has been invested in this area of Artificial Intelligence. Many startups have also invested in the field of natural language processing, which includes voice and speech recognition as well as text prediction.\(^{24}\)

The impact of AI on future economic development and job creation will be discussed in this section. Is AI having a positive impact on both the economy and jobs, or is it only having a positive impact on the economy and not on jobs, or will AI have a negative impact on jobs?
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3.1. AI impact on economic activities

AI will be used as a tool to help firms operate in the future model of business life. According to Bughin,25 around 70% of businesses will be using at least one of these types of AI technologies by 2030, while less than half of large businesses will be utilising the full range of AI technologies across their organisations. In the aggregate, and bearing in mind that netting can help economic entities mitigate competition effects and transition costs, AI could deliver an additional $13 trillion in economic output by 2030, boosting global GDP by about 1.2% per year.

Businesspeople, particularly in Europe, are hoping that Artificial Intelligence (AI) will improve their bottom line. This is demonstrated by the statistic in Figure 1 regarding the future impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the jobs of European advertising professionals. According to the survey, 62% of industry professionals expected AI to free up more time for strategic decision-making and reduce repetitive processes.26 Moreover, the impact of AI on the labour market is expected to be greatest among workers with advanced skills in the field of information technology. Between 2016 and 2022, the number of high-skilled service workers in the United States is expected to rise from 690,000 to 1 million. Meanwhile, in Asia, India and the Philippines are two of the most important countries in terms of recruiting high-skilled labour, whereas in Europe, the United Kingdom is the leader in this area.27

These figures demonstrate two crucial aspects of future business growth. The first is that, thanks to Artificial Intelligence, the business world will become more productive and dynamic.28 As a result, in the future, a typical business will require a large number of workers with information technology skills. This situation necessitates a significant shift in the focus of tertiary institutions, which must now require graduates to possess technological skills in addition to knowledge. This finding sends a strong signal to universities, suggesting that they should use AI to rethink their programs. Academic competence alone will not prepare future graduates to compete in the work market. Both theoretical grasp and technological ability will be critical. To realise this vision, however, a debate about AI as a technological breakthrough must be initiated, which would ascertain the most appropriate location for

26 IAB Europe, ‘Opinion of advertising professionals on how Artificial Intelligence (AI) will impact their jobs in Europe 2018’, Statista, 11 July 2018.
27 HfS Research, ‘Change of IT/business processing outsourcing (BPO) high-skilled service worker numbers due to automation and AI, from 2016 to 2022, by select country (in millions)’, Statista, 30 August 2017.
AI as a cultural component\(^{29}\) to be included in the curriculum\(^{30}\) or to establish its lack of relevance.
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**Figure 1** • Opinions of advertising professionals on how AI will change their jobs  
*Source: IAB Europe, ‘Opinion of advertising professionals’.*

What fields of work will AI have a direct impact on? The results of a study\(^{31}\) conducted in China in 2017 and the conclusions drawn by its authors may shed some light on this. The net impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related technologies on the percentage of jobs created or displaced in China between 2017 and 2037 was calculated, broken down by sector. AI and related technologies are expected to create around 29% of service sector jobs in China by 2037, according to the projections of the study. Meanwhile, Trajtenberg\(^{32}\) believes that the healthcare and education sectors will account for the majority of future job growth. The impact of AI on employment is not certain, but it is likely to be ephemeral. The most important factor will continue to be demand by companies. Although it is true that Artificial Intelligence (AI) will automate many jobs, its overall impact on employment is unclear. In recent decades, technological advancements have resulted in a significant reduction in manufacturing jobs. Prior to that, employment levels grew for over a century, even in industries undergoing rapid technological change. What went wrong? At first, demand was highly elastic, but then it became inelastic. Artificial Intelligence’s impact on jobs will be similarly influenced by the nature of the demand for labour.\(^{33}\)

\(^{31}\) PwC, ‘Estimated net impact on share of jobs displaced or created by Artificial Intelligence and related technologies in China between 2017 and 2037, by sector’, *Statista*, 18 September 2018.  
3.2. AI impact on jobs

The data illustrated in Figure 2 appears to refute the belief held by many that the presence of AI will have a negative impact on the world of work. Predicting the situation in 2022, this is an estimate of the number of jobs that will have been created and lost due to Artificial Intelligence (AI) by that time. By 2022, it is estimated that 2.3 million jobs will have been created and 1.8 million lost due to AI. This data supports the CEOs’ belief in AI’s positive impact on job creation. According to Martin Armstrong, most of the latter (63%) believe that the AI revolution will have a greater impact on the world than the Internet revolution, with about one out of every five CEOs being extremely convinced of this. Business leaders in general, on the other hand, are split on how this technology will affect the labour market. 41% of them believe that AI will eliminate more jobs than it creates, while only 49% believe the opposite.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2** • *The number of jobs created and eliminated due to Artificial Intelligence (AI) worldwide in 2022 (in millions)*

*Source: Gartner, ‘The number of jobs created’.*

It is significant that most of the new jobs created will be technology-based. As a result, workers with qualifications that are compatible with the requirements of operating AI will be in high demand. Jobs that are replaced by Artificial Intelligence, on the other hand, will be lost. Accordingly, AI will have a negative impact on workers who do not have a background in information technology that is compatible with AI’s requirements. Workers who lack technological knowledge and skills will also be excluded from the pool of candidates. This prediction is supported by the preceding data. According to a 2019 survey of Italian employees, the results of which are shown in Figure 3, the majority of workers believed that Artificial Intelligence would soon affect the way they performed their daily tasks. Employees in Italy were generally optimistic when asked about the potential impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) or automation on their jobs. In fact, nearly seven out of ten
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respondents thought AI could help them be more efficient at work. Only 8.36% of those polled were concerned that Artificial Intelligence or automation would render their jobs obsolete.35

Employees already know and understand that AI will become an important tool in the business processes in which they work, according to this data. Workers are aware of this, despite not knowing the technical details of how AI is used in the company where they work. They have, however, prepared for the arrival of AI. The company has completed a small part of the process by providing training tailored to the company’s AI operational needs.

![Employee's opinion on how AI will affect their jobs in Italy 2019](image)

**Figure 3 • Employee’s opinion on how AI will affect their jobs in Italy 2019**

*Source: Docebo, ‘If Artificial Intelligence or automation’.*

The introduction of AI is unavoidable, especially in today’s increasingly competitive business environment. Instead of recruiting new personnel or laying off employees who lack information technology skills, established companies prefer to prepare their employees for this transition by providing them with the skills that AI requires. This is also an area where corporate social responsibility appears to have played a beneficial role.

4. AI AND LEGAL ROLES: AN ETHICAL CONFLICT

Employees and employers sometimes make hasty conclusions about what Artificial Intelligence means, presuming that AI will have a negative effect on the future of the world of work.36 There is a perception that AI replaces human labour with robots, which will lead to unemployment, particularly among recent university graduates in various countries. To avoid misunderstandings about what AI means and the scope of AI’s operation, it is necessary to address this in detail. However, whether AI will be abused to further
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economic interests and increase the efficiency of a corporation or government institution does not need to be explained in terms of AI as such. The answer to this depends instead on the morality of the business owner or government institution concerned. If the context for which AI was created and intended is consistent, then such abuses can be avoided. On the other hand, if business leaders or the heads of state bodies only think in terms of economics and efficiency, AI will likewise become an instrument for achieving these objectives.

To provide legal certainty on moral dilemmas in the workplace the law must define clear boundaries as to the scope and purpose of AI, and establish which limits should not be violated by AI users. Although a Code of Ethics for the application of AI may be sufficient to counteract those who only consider the benefits that they might derive from misusing AI, positive laws also need to be adopted. For example, a company may wish to make a great profit at a low cost in a field which traditionally absorbs a lot of labour, by using robots, which can only be controlled by a few people who are experts on the robot and its work, thus avoiding the need to employ many people. Then the moral question is: what is the moral responsibility of the company for the unemployment this would lead to, and how should it support unemployed families, and contribute to the welfare mean of the community?

Reflecting on the above example of the misuse of AI, a code of ethics does not adequately safeguard the morality of AI use. Instead, a law is needed that provides its users with clear guidelines for fitting into the context for which AI is intended. AI is intended by its creators only to help people make complicated and complex problems simple and easy, so that they can support human productivity better, more efficiently and faster. According to the mission statement of the IEEE Global Initiative on the Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems, the organisation’s goal is to “ensure that every stakeholder involved in the design and development of autonomous and intelligent systems is educated, trained, and empowered to prioritize ethical considerations so that these technologies are advanced for the benefit of humanity”.

As a result, in the business world particularly, several legal principles can be normalised into legal rules regarding AI. First, the intent and purpose of AI must be clearly stated in the rules for its use. The goal of AI is to assist, not to replace. This statement must be made from the outset to provide clear directions to future AI users. As a result, there is no risk of AI being misused in business. Second, the rules for using AI must be emphasised in terms of the characteristics of AI-disabled jobs. The regulation of the limits of the tasks carried out by AI is necessary to ensure that AI does not replace all human labour and that society does not experience mass unemployment. This limitation can also apply to the proportion of human labour and AI that can be mathematically negotiated between the government as the regulator and businesspeople, or between the government with

the people’s representatives as representatives of society. Agrawal’s research reveals clear boundaries in the scope of the work of AI, especially regarding predictions that are dependent on decisions taken by workers or company owners who set AI the task of making predictions. Accordingly, he believes that AI will not necessarily replace workers’ jobs, but that workers’ skills will need to be adjusted to facilitating the predictions required by AI for AI to assist in bettering the work or production of a company. Third, in the legal rules governing the use of AI, the way that the rules will be enforced must be made clear. To ensure accountability for the use of AI in business, supervision is required. Fourth, strict penalties for the misuse of AI must be defined and imposed, considering the negative consequences of such malpractice.

Given each country’s unique work culture, the legal rules that govern AI use must be established in the form of a convention resulting from a global consensus. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has developed AI principles to promote trustworthy AI that respects human rights and democratic values, for example. The “OECD AI Principles”, formally known as the Council on Artificial Intelligence Recommendation, were adopted by OECD member countries in May 2019 and are the first such principles to be signed by governments. This convention can be adapted by each country to fit its own national legal system, depending on the context and legal system in place in that country. To this end, several “foreign governments have proposed national AI policies or policies that purport to regulate some aspect of the adjacent technology stack”, in addition to international principles. The National Cyber Security Strategy of Canada outlines a vision for safeguarding Canadians’ digital privacy, security and economy, as well as a commitment to working with France on ethical AI. Another initiative, GB/T 35273-2020, or the “Information Security Technology—Personal Information Security Specification”, is a Chinese national recommended standard for personal data collection. However, the EU stands out in this regard. They argue that because AI is currently viewed as nothing more than a tool in the hands of human agents, civil law, such as product liability rules, already apply to it.

As has been argued above, AI should be able to improve humanity’s welfare and prosperity as a whole, rather than just the subjective economic interests of a few individuals or institutions. As Rubin argues, if the machine is programmed to replace human power, we will be doomed to extinction as a species. As a result, as AI becomes more powerful, the number of jobs for which human workers are competitive may decrease, potentially increasing inequality and lowering the quality of our economy and lives. Alternatively, our society could recognise that there are sufficient resources, enough work to be done, and
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willing workers. We could adopt a strategy of allocating resources to create jobs that are not currently justified by increased shareholder profits but which will improve the quality of life in our society. In this vein, Smith\textsuperscript{44} warns that increased income inequality and mass unemployment could cause social unrest if we are not careful.

5. CONCLUSION

Scientific advancement requires the adoption of AI as a cutting-edge invention in information technology. Thus far, AI has been successful in speeding up and simplifying the handling of the complex data and information required by a wide variety of tasks, notably in the commercial world. To avoid the myriad services provided by AI being misapplied in profit-driven corporate activities, however, a code of ethics and legality for the use of AI must be created explicitly and forcefully. Professional and comprehensive independent monitoring is essential to ensure that business persons comply with the law while implementing AI in their commercial activity. In today's increasingly competitive business environment, the possibilities for applying AI in the corporate sector are almost limitless. As a result, embedding an ethics code for the use of AI in company operations is insufficient; the law governing the use of AI, specifically regulations addressing the various sorts of labour that may or may not be automated should be clearly regulated. Similarly, punishments against businesspeople that break a law's boundaries on the use of AI must be set firmly. Along with incorporating international standards into the development of legal laws governing the use of AI, it is critical to solicit input from a variety of stakeholders, while also taking into account each country's specific corporate, cultural and legal characteristics. Thus, moral and legal dilemmas associated with the use of AI can be resolved through a legally binding agreement made by all parties interested in AI, including businesses, government officials and community leaders.
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